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Abstract We investigate three approaches describing models of business processes: the OMG standard BPMN in its
recent version 2.0, the workflow patterns of the Workflow
Pattern Initiative and their reference implementation YAWL.
We show how the three approaches fail to provide practitioners with a suitable means precisely and faithfully to capture
business scenarios and to analyze, communicate and manage
the resulting models. On the positive side, we distill from the
discussion six criteria which can help to recognize practical
and reliable tool-supported business process description and
modeling systems.

Standardization efforts in the field have essentially
failed (p. 5)
As fundamental reason for this problem the editors indicate
that
Process modeling languages tend to lack the concepts
to be able to deal with the broad range of requirements
one may encounter when trying to precisely capture
business scenarios (p. 5)
making clear that in this evaluation they are
not concerned with expressive power but with suitability, a notion that refers to the alignment between a modeling language and a problem domain. (p. 9)1

Keywords Business process modeling · BPMN ·
Workflow patterns · YAWL

1 Introduction and evaluation result
A recent book on business process automation [46] starts
with the statement that after almost two decades of extensive
research and development and despite numerous standardization efforts in the field (in particular XPDL, BPEL, BPMN,
EPC, and UML Activity Diagrams), it remains the case that
there is a lack of consensus about how business processes are best described for the purposes of analysis
and subsequent automation (p. 5)

In order to solve the identified problem, the editors propose
again their workflow patterns (WPs) in the book, together
with an academic reference implementation.
In this paper, we explain why the recent version 2.0 [10]
of the OMG standard BPMN deserves to appear in the list of
failed standardization efforts in [46, p. 5] and also why the
approach proposed once more as a remedy in [46] is a failure.
More precisely the content of this paper is as follows:

Evaluation results

and that in particular

– In Sect. 2, we survey various weak points in BPMN [10]
which make the standard

Communicated by Bernhard Rumpe.
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In the introduction to [49] the authors describe suitability operationally as a ‘notion of expressiveness which takes the modelling effort
into account’, i.e. an ergonomic pragmatic notion that considers the
ease with which domain experts can express, communicate and handle
real-life situations in terms of the given concepts.
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• fail to guarantee that standard-conforming business
process models are interoperable (platformindependent),
• fail to constitute a basis for reliable communication of business process models between different
stakeholders,
• fail to be implementable with the claimed ‘generality’ without restricting numerous ‘variation points’
by imposing semantically significant restrictions of
concepts which are left underspecified in the standard
document.
– In Sects. 3 and 4, we explain on the background of this
critical evaluation why both
• the workflow patterns proposed and managed since
1999 by the two senior editors of [46] and their group
through the vehicle of the Workflow Patterns Initiative [50] and
• their reference implementation (called YAWL for ‘Yet
Another Workflow Language’) to which the book [46]
is devoted
fail to provide the practitioner with (to use the editors’
own words) ‘suitable concepts’ to guarantee that ‘business processes are best described for the purposes of
analysis and subsequent automation’ and, in particular,
contrary to the claim of the authors of WPs and YAWL,
do not constitute an appropriate means for comparing and
evaluating different business process modeling (BPM)
systems.
This is not the place to propose a solution to the problem identified at the beginning of [46] and not solved by the book. Our
goal here is to initiate a debate among the BPM experts about
how to computationally support business process (BP) development and use in a manner which is reliable in practice, i.e.
such that the BP technology put into place in an enterprise
bridges the gap between
– what the system does when executing a BP,
– what the BP experts (who had to formulate the requirements for the system and to design it) and the IT technologists (who had to implement the system) thought it
should do,
– what the different users think the system does

those which are not appropriate for the practitioner’s daily
work.

2 Problems of BPMN 2.0
In this section we explain why the OMG standard for BPMN
(Business Process Model and Notation, previously called
BPM Notation, see [10] for its most recent version 2.0)
misses the main objective of a satisfactory standardization
effort in the field, namely to guarantee that business process models conforming to the standard are interoperable
(platform-independent) and constitute a precise basis for reliable communication between different stakeholders. Furthermore, the standard, as formulated in [10], appears not to be
implementable due to the numerous behaviorally relevant
issues it simply leaves open; this is the reason why implementations of BPMN concepts typically realize only subsets
of the so-called standard and still are often only partially
compatible with each other.
The shortcomings of the BPMN standard are well-known
and have been observed (for different versions of the standard) by various authors, see for example [7,9,16,22,36,52,
53,58] (the list is by no means exhaustive), so that we can
restrict ourselves in this section to listing and briefly commenting upon some of the major points where the standard
document fails.
– Numerous ambiguities in the descriptions and underspecifications of semantically relevant concepts pervade the
standard document and leave space for incompatible (but,
due to the lack of precision, standard ‘conforming’) interpretations in design, analysis and use of BPs. This is not
a question of formal or informal descriptions2 but simply
a lack of precision, since a natural language, scientific,
mathematical or pseudo-code description can be precise
without being formalized.3
The lifecycle concept is an example of an underspecified feature, particularly in relation to the equally underspecified interruption mechanisms like exceptions or
cancellation or compensation for transactions. E.g. what
about nested exceptions, especially in the case of multiple enabled nested interrupt events (say boundary timer

[10, p. 425] expressis verbis did not adopt a ‘formalization. . .using
mathematical formalisms’.

2

in a way that is controllably correct (correctness in the sense
of the applications). As a methodological guideline, stepping
back from the critical evaluation, which to a large extent is
guided by the arguments put forward by the proponents of
BPMN and WPs, in Sect. 5, we formulate a set of criteria
for satisfactorily distinguishing reliable BPM systems from
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An experiment that illustrates well this point has been published
in [19] where the contributing authors have been asked to produce a
precise set of requirements for a small case study by first defining, in
a language of their choice, a formal specification, which captures the
given informal requirements and then retranslating this specification
into natural language.
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events): should one or all of them fire and in which order?4
Or what is the cancellation scope for subprocesses or
running instances of multiple instances within a process
instance? What are the completion criteria for activities,
for example in the case of simultaneous completion of
multiple subprocess instances?
Another underspecification concerns expression evaluation. When should expressions (particularly event expressions) be evaluated? Depending on the type, it could
(probably should) be either before or at process start, or
upon state change or when a token becomes available.
In case multiple events use the same non-deterministic
expression definition, is the evaluation the same for each
event and are all the events which listen to a common
definition triggered simultaneously or is only one of them
(and does this one consume the event or not)?5 Also, the
interaction of transient and persistent triggers remains
undefined; it is semantically important to know, for example, when transient triggers become obsolete.
– BPMN provides only poor conceptual support for numerous features which are characteristic of the design and
management of business processes.
• A general notion of state is missing and, as a consequence, the specification of relevant data dependent conditions is only poorly supported. This makes
the data management of an executable BPMN version
compiler-dependent and not portable. For example,
data objects, which are associated with activities or
sequence flow, are used only informally, in particular
with underspecified assumptions on the input/output
selection at task nodes or sequence flows. Another
example is data dependencies between different processes whose description is relegated in [10] to using
informal associations instead of referring to shared
locations.
It is admittedly arguable, and this depends upon the
level of abstraction of the targeted system view, which
BP elements (e.g. attributes such as variables, named
properties, or data in general) can remain graphically
invisible without losing correct understanding at the
4

We mention en passant an unfortunate omission, namely that the
standard foresees no predefined interpreter exception types.

5

A comparison with language definitions in programming should
clarify our point: In C for example a construct may have undefined,
unspecified or implementation-dependent behaviour. Undefined behaviour permits any behavior (e.g. null-pointer dereference or out-of-indexbound access to arrays). Unspecified behavior refers to a set of possible
well-defined behaviors (e.g. the evaluation order for expressions), while
implementation-dependent behaviour means that the compiler has to
provide a definition (which must be documented). In this way, the programmer is made aware of the possibility of different behaviors of a
construct and its related problems, whereas the BPMN standardization
does not do this.
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chosen level of abstraction. The crucial criterion is
how well the practitioner is supported when walking
through the different levels of detail (refinement levels). One of BPMN’s main shortcomings is here; see
the discussion of refinement mechanisms below.6
• Management of resources can be expressed only via
lanes (actors, roles, etc.) or performers of user or manual tasks.
• The standard does not support process structure at
the risk of producing incomprehensible spaghetti diagrams (see [38]). To let the modeler adhere to some
useful structuring discipline one could have restricted
the class of admissible BPMN diagrams to the reducible flow graphs, a classical concept in compiler
construction for the compilation of structured programs [1]. More generally, there is only poor support
for BP (de-)composition methods which trigger modular component-based design.
• Communication and process interaction are poorly
supported for concurrent execution, e.g. of independent (not embedded) subprocesses or of processes
belonging to different parts of one organization or to
different cooperating organizations.
– BPMN comes with a plethora of interdefinable constructs. Instead of defining a core of independent constructs in terms of which other constructs can be defined,
as suggested in [9] for a previous version of the standard
(it was also suggested to the standardization committee).
The fuzzy overlapping of different constructs prevents
‘closed’ descriptions of individual constructs in one place
and makes their comprehension unnecessarily complex
by forcing the reader to simultaneously and repeatedly
consider multiple sections of the standard document.
It also creates the problem that where the definitions overlap they have to be consistent; this problem is not considered in the standard document. Furthermore, a statistical
evaluation (of BPMN 1.1) shows that ‘the average BPMN
model uses <20% of the available vocabulary’ and that,
out of the more than 50 graphical elements in BPMN,
‘Only five elements (normal flow, task, end event, start
event, and pool) were used in more than 50% of the models we analyzed’ [60,61].
– The BPMN standard claims to (and indeed should) support the definition of models which serve the three major
purposes of business process descriptions, namely model
design and analysis (requiring accurate conceptual models in particular for high-level development and management support), model implementation, where the models
play the role of the specification of software requirements
6

A related and not to be neglected issue is that an increase in graphical
notation yields an increased complexity in the meta-model and makes
transparent faithful implementation more and more impractical.
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and are transformed into executable models, and the use
of models (user model for process execution, monitoring and management).7 The standard document fails to
provide a seamless systematic mechanism for refinement
from conceptual to executable models, which is necessary to guarantee the reliability of the implementation.8
As a consequence, there remains an unmediated gap
between conceptual and executable BPMN models: executable BPMN models (in particular if obtained through
compilation to more detailed languages like BPEL or
to code) are hard to grasp and analyze for human readers [37,54]; there are no standardized view mechanisms
supporting the extraction of abstract (e.g. user or management) models from detailed ones (e.g. software models),
as is the case with, for example, the Workflow Communication Modeling Language WF-CML [59] in its definition of communication-specific abstractions of workflows
concepts. An analogous problem results from the poor
interweaving of different BPMN diagram types, in particular that no consistency criteria are imposed for them,
for example collaboration versus choreography versus
process diagrams. The practical relevance of this problem for the use of BPMN is again evidenced by a statistical evaluation which ‘found anecdotal evidence that
two groups of modelers use BPMN. . . one group uses
BPMN to specify inter-organizational settings (process
choreography). . .The other BPMN user group is leaning
more towards workflow engineering (process orchestration)’ [60,61].

In conclusion, one can say that while missing conceptual
streamlining makes the standard document unnecessarily
complex, more importantly, ambiguities, underspecifications
and missing support for semantically relevant concepts in the
BPMN standard make the document miss the standardization
target. In fact, within the boundary of what is called ‘standard-conforming’ it may happen that:

– one and the same construct is understood differently by
different stakeholders, at the risk of making communication between them unreliable where it uses the construct,
– one and the same construct is compiled by different compilers to semantically different execution behaviors, the
reason for this being that to define the compilation method
for each unspecified, but behaviorally relevant feature, a
decision about its interpretation has to be taken. Since
these decisions remain invisible in the conceptual or user
model, the user may understand the described process in
a way that is different from that which happens during
its execution. Furthermore, since the decisions taken for
different compilers may be incompatible, the execution
semantics of a BPMN model remains compiler-dependent so that the model may not be interoperable and
maybe not even portable [20,33,34,37,54].
The way out of this which is advocated by some experts
is to provide a ‘reference implementation’ where all omissions in the standard document are clarified. But then the reference implementation (assuming everybody agrees on just
one) would become the true standard,9 which contradicts the
overall standardization goal. BPMN models would have to
follow new releases of the reference implementation instead
of the other way round.

3 Problems of WPI workflow patterns
In 1999, the two senior editors of [46] started the Workflow Patterns Initiative at the Universities of Eindhoven and
Queensland (WPI [50]) and reproposed the WPI workflow
patterns in [46] with the declared goal
to describe process modeling requirements in an implementation independent manner [46, p. 5] and
to distill the essential features of the many workflow
management systems that existed. [46, p. 9]
They express the hope that as a result,
This would allow an unbiased comparison of different
approaches to the specification of executable business
processes and provide the basis for the adaptation and
refinement of existing techniques as well as supporting
the development of new approaches. [46, p. 9]

7

See also the statement by the convenor of the standardization group
at http://www.workflowpatterns.com/vendors/bpmn.php: ‘The primary
goal of BPMN is to provide a notation that is readily understandable by
all business users, from the business analysts that create the initial drafts
of the processes, to the technical developers responsible for implementing the technology that will perform those processes, and finally, to the
business people who will manage and monitor those processes.’

8

A precise refinement concept could have been defined on the basis
of a rigorous modeling framework, without need to push it as far as
a ‘formalization. . .using mathematical formalisms’ [10, p. 425], and
could have been used for mediating between the different granularities of high-level and more detailed views, e.g. corresponding to the
three BPMN levels (descriptive, analytical and executable) considered
in [43].
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In this section, we explain the reasons why we consider the
WPI workflow patterns to be

9

The analogy in programming is to accept a language compiler and
its embedding into a machine environment as defining the semantics of
programs of that language.
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– neither a ‘suitable’10 way to ‘describe process modeling
requirements,’
– nor a ‘suitable’ measure to evaluate BPM approaches.
We show that they do not ‘distill the essential features’ of
BPM systems, come without a rational foundation. We also
show that they have their own strong bias (in particular to
quantity, neglecting conceptual simplicity and modularity).
3.1 WPI workflow patterns are not well founded
The workflow patterns, as presented by the WPI [50], come
without pragmatic or rational foundation. In fact, there is
no statistical underpinning showing how frequently which
patterns appear in real-life business processes. Experimental
data like that produced for BPMN constructs in [61] should
have been put in place to validate the pattern selection. But,
in addition, no conceptual justification is provided for the
choice11 or the classification of patterns proposed in the original sources [40,51].12 Instead an exponential growth can be
observed starting with 20 workflow patterns in 2003 [51]
going through 43 WPs in 2006 [40] and reaching a praised
126 patterns (obtained by adding patterns for the so-called
data and resource perspectives) in 2010 [46]. No reason is
given that this growth has a fundamentum in re and a limit.
This apparent bias of the WPI towards quantity to the
detriment of conceptual simplicity, succinctness and consideration of (de-)composition techniques has a methodological
drawback with severe practical consequences. In fact, most
patterns are not of fundamental character but are easily definable from a small set of more basic and rather simple patterns. Shortly after the appearance of the 43 patterns, it was
shown in [6] how they can all be rigorously defined by instantiations of 8 natural, generic schemes where the instantiations are instantiations of the parameters of precisely-defined
abstract models. Furthermore, these eight schemes represent
simple, well-known, basic sequential or concurrent programming constructs13 , appropriately parameterized to capture
the targeted class of 43 workflow patterns.

309

A similar conclusion was made independently in 2009 by
a team of students at KIT, who, in their bachelor thesis [21],
modeled the 43 patterns by a mapping from 25 more basic
(appropriately generalized) ‘choreography patterns’, using
the S-BPM tool [31]. This represents a quantitative reduction by 42% and it is stated that it could be further improved,
using the S-BPM language, to fewer than 18 basic patterns.
One can conclude that the WPI-patterns, whether 20 or
43 or 126,14 contrary to what is claimed by the WPI group,
do not ‘distill the essential features of the many workflow
management systems’ [46, p. 9]. They resemble very much
molecules rather than fundamental elements. What is useful
for the working business process expert is not an unlimited
variety of ‘molecules’ but a small table of truly essential,
simple and clearly defined BP ‘elements,’ which allow one
to produce in place (or via some preconfigured modular definitional scheme) whatever combination is needed15 for each
specific process or group of processes to be developed to
satisfy given requirements. The WPI WPs, on the contrary,
come without any concept of (de-)composition.
3.2 WPI workflow patterns are badly described
The workflow patterns as presented by the WPI [50], again
contrary to the claims of the WPI group, are not a ‘suitable’
way to ‘describe process modeling requirements in an implementation independent manner’ [46, p. 5]. In fact, they come
in [40,51] with descriptions in natural language, which, in
many places, are ambiguous16 or incomplete (leaving behaviorally relevant features unspecified) and sometimes overspecified by implementation features (mostly belonging to
coloured Petri nets). They share this fuzzy character of their
semantics with BPMN and, for this reason, they cannot serve
as a satisfactory BPM evaluation benchmark and cannot serve
as a substitute for a BPM standard.
The formalization in [32], for all practical purposes, does
not really change the situation. It uses an ad hoc defined
graphical Workflow Pattern Specification Language called
WPSL; despite the length of the paper, the formalization is
admittedly incomplete17 . Due to its complexity, it can hardly
14

10

Suitability is taken in this paper in the editors’ sense as ‘a notion that
refers to the alignment between a modeling language and a problem
domain’ [46, p. 9]

11

In [32, p. 1] it is even conceded (referring to [51]) that ‘the selection
of these patterns was done in an ad-hoc manner’.

12

Nomen est omen: for some pattern even the name is badly chosen.
E.g. in the ‘interleaved parallel routing’ pattern ‘the activity instances
do not interleave, and they are not executed in parallel’ [56, p. 146] so
that in op.cit. the pattern is renamed to ‘sequential execution without
design time knowledge’.

13

Concerning related aspects of the close connection between program
and business process development, it may be of interest to the reader to
consult [23].

In view of the rational reconstruction of what were, at the time, 43
workflow patterns in [6], and a similar result for communication and
interaction patterns in [3], we have good reason to expect that the actual
set of 126 patterns could also be reduced to a small number of appropriately parameterized schemes.

15

A small set of easy-to-grasp patterns which covers a large percentage
of every-day applications is better than a comprehensive set of more and
more complex, and thus more and more difficult to understand, patterns
one can hardly remember.

16

The ‘rather ambiguous’ character of these descriptions in natural
language is conceded in [32, p. 1] as a motivation for a formalization
of the patterns; see the discussion in the next paragraph.

17

‘The current specification covers only the control-flow perspective
and does not consider the data and organizational aspects. . .. The scope
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be claimed to be a proposal for a working definition to business process practitioners. Furthermore, it does not satisfy the
criterion the editors put forward in [46, pp. 14–15], namely
to be ‘generally accepted’18 ; we found no reuse of the formalization after 2006, neither by its authors nor by others.
The precise definition for the intended behavior of WPI
workflow patterns via the reference implementation YAWL
proposed in [46] is, by this very definition implementation
dependent, and, as a consequence, of no use if the goal is to
‘describe process modeling requirements in an implementation independent manner’ [46, p. 5]. But various problems
remain even in the case in which a definition in terms of a
reference implementation is accepted. These problems are
directly related to YAWL and are discussed in Sect. 4.
3.3 WPI workflow pattern are no suitable BPM benchmark
In this section we show that contrary to what is claimed in [46,
p. 9], the WPI workflow patterns do not represent ‘suitable’
benchmarks to establish ‘an unbiased comparison of different approaches to the specification of executable business
processes’.
The ‘vendors corner’ of [50], which we consulted in May
2011, declares
that the evaluation of workflow products on this site
only considers direct support,19 i.e.
Is there a feature in the system/language, directly
addressing the pattern?
Clearly, the absence of direct support does not mean
that the pattern cannot be supported at all. In some
cases, there may be an easy intuitive way to work
around the problem20 . In other cases, it is impossible to
work around the problem and the designer has to resort
to developing additional software.
This proviso suggests pattern featurism as a quality criterion
for BPM systems and tacitly assumes that missing ‘direct
support’ represents a problem. But this assumption and the
restriction to ‘direct support’ fundamentally misjudge definFootnote 17 continued
of the language is limited to a single case, covering the details of the
case routing, while leaving the external relationships with other cases,
processes, and external environments out of consideration’ [32, p. 5].
18

See Sect. 4.3 for a discussion of this criterion.

19

A colleague pointed out that there are examples where also some
form of ‘workaround’ is accepted by the WPI for the ‘certification’ that
a pattern is supported, e.g. the evaluation of the Cancelling Discriminator Pattern as supported by BPMN, although its definition in terms
of BPMN constructs is rather involved. When does the WPI decide
that a ‘workaround’ is accepted and on the basis of which (hopefully
scientific) criteria is such a judgement made?

20

Our emphasis.
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ability as equivalent to ‘work around the problem’. More than
2000 years of scientific practice have established definability
as a royal road to stepwise problem solution, modularity and
reduction of complexity, and by no means as an expedient to
‘work around the problem’. ‘Suitable’ BPM feature support
will come as a support for a small set of well-founded core
modeling constructs, together with a rigorously defined support for modular composition and definitional extensions by
(possibly hierarchically structured) layers of additional features. The latter may be introduced to reduce the modeling
effort, but also, for example, because they are of less frequent
use than the core constructs or needed only for certain groups
of users. Who would consider as work around the problem,
when model libraries are defined for a given BPM system to
extend, what is made available ‘directly’ to the practitioner?
The editors themselves in [46, p. 14] present as an advantage to having ‘a minimal set of constructs, rather than a
construct-per-pattern approach’ in the ‘reference implementation’ (YAWL) of their workflow patterns, though this fact
implies that—contradicting the direct support principle they
advocate—some workflow patterns have a definition from
other constructs in YAWL instead of being directly supported.
En passant let us mention a surprise that shows up when
YAWL, which is proposed as ‘reference implementation’ for
the patterns, is benchmarked along the pattern support criterion: for some patterns the proposed definition in YAWL
seems not to work the way one would expect from the (natural language) specification. In [56, p. 196], it is shown
that the proposed YAWL simulation of the discriminator
pattern (namely by combining an exclusive OR join with
a cancellation region) ‘exhibits significant semantic differences with the specification of the discriminator’ and that
‘the N-out-of-M join is not completely expressed’ (via multiple instances) [56, p. 197], namely not for the case where
concurrent process branches belonging to different activities
have to be synchronized. So—unless one takes the pattern
implementation as the pattern definition—YAWL itself does
not reach completely the WPI benchmark?
A serious pragmatic issue which sheds doubts on the
appropriateness of the WPI workflow patterns as a benchmark for BPM systems is that the following three questions
remain unanswered:
– How often which workflow patterns need support,
whether direct or definitional, in real-life applications?
– How representative are the 13 tools (out of over 170
worldwide21 , including the BPMN approach!) which
21

Figure given by Janelle Hill, Research Vice-President at Gartner,
as reported in http://www.computerweekly.com/Articles/2007/04/03/
222851/BPM-is-the-next-39killer-application39-says-Gartner.htm,
consulted by us on July 13, 2011.
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appeared in May 2011 as evaluated at the WPI Vendors
Corner ‘in terms of the original control-flow patterns’?
– What guarantee is offered that these evaluations are unbiased, in particular, free of any ‘vested interest’ of the
group behind WPI?
As a conclusion of this section, one can say that the
workflow patterns as defined by the WPI group in [50] do
not appear to be ‘suitable’ for satisfactory business process
model descriptions or BPM system evaluations. This does not
exclude that a (why not standardized?) well founded accurate
definition of (a) truly fundamental workflow patterns and (b)
practical ways to extend and compose them (why not into
Business Process Lines (BPLs), adapting well-known techniques from Software Product Lines [35]?22 ) could provide
appropriate means for satisfactory BP model descriptions and
BPM system evaluations (see the description of the modularization criterion in Sect. 5).

4 Problems of YAWL
In this section, we also explain the reasons why YAWL, presented in [46, p. 11] as ‘a reference implementation that supports the Workflow Patterns’ of the WPI, fails to provide
the business process practitioner with ‘suitable concepts’
whereby ‘business processes are best described for the purposes of analysis and subsequent automation’ [46, p. 5]. The
analysis is not intended as an evaluation of YAWL’s technical features23 which is more appropriately performed by
the users of the system. Instead, it is guided by the claims
made for YAWL in [46]. This leads us in particular to analyze
in Sect. 4.2 the semantical foundation of YAWL using Petri
nets, an investigation which reveals the weakness of Petri nets
as a modeling and analysis framework for complex business
processes.
4.1 WPI workflow patterns versus YAWL: a vicious circle?
In [46, p. 14], it is claimed that YAWL, as a reference implementation to support the WPI workflow patterns, has been
developed without the pressures of vested interest and
a sole focus on providing comprehensive support for
the Workflow Patterns
22

A product line is a family of similar programs. Each program is constructed by a . . . combination of features, where a feature or feature
module encapsulates program fragments. . . (Quoted from the abstract
of D. Batory’s talk ‘Towards Verification of Product Lines’ at the Interactive Theorem Proving (ITP 2011) Conference, Nijmegen 2011).

23

Some of the problems we identified for BPMN in Sect. 2 are encountered also in YAWL, for example the poor support for communication
and interaction between independent subprocesses.
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En passant, let us observe that the way the WPI group
propagates the set of patterns (that has been growing since
1999) makes the support for these patterns by a reference
implementation appear, in fact, as an obvious (not vested)
group interest.
More importantly, one can observe a vicious circle appear
in the respective justifications of the WPI workflow patterns
and YAWL: on the one hand, YAWL is motivated and justified as a support for the WPI workflow patterns; while, on
the other hand, life (read: their existence as schemes with
rigorous behavior) is breathed into these patterns only by
their definitional support in YAWL—and this is not surprising since they have no ‘natural’, formalism-independent, precise semantical foundation of their own, as has been pointed
out in Sects. 3.2 and 3.1. Certainly, the semantic definition of
the WPI patterns by a reference implementation does not satisfy the criterion of ‘implementation independence’, which
however is explicitly required in [46, p. 5] for ‘suitable’
approaches to process model descriptions.
However, if one realizes that the informal description of
the WPI patterns and the definition of their behavior in YAWL
are not independent of each other but only represent two sides
(requirements and their implementation) of the same proposal, in a way different from the BP practitioner, a software
engineer could be inclined to accept that the rigorous definition of the pattern behavior is provided within YAWL—if
the semantic foundation of YAWL is ‘suitable’ for BPM. We
investigate this question in the following section.
4.2 Problems of the semantical foundation of YAWL
In this section, we show that the purported semantic foundation of YAWL using coloured Petri nets is not ‘suitable’ for
the practice of BPM. The editors of [46] state the following:
In YAWL, Petri nets were taken as a starting point
and extended with dedicated constructs to deal with
patterns that Petri nets have difficulty expressing,
in particular patterns dealing with cancellation, synchronization of active branches only, and multiple
concurrently executing instances of the same task.
(p. 10)
. . .the semantics has been defined in terms of a large
Colored Petri net (pp. 14–15)
The following reasons are given for the choice of Petri nets
and their various extensions (in particular workflow nets
and reset nets) as a basis for the semantical foundation of
YAWL [46, p. 10] (our emphasis):
three reasons why Petri nets would make a good candidate. . .for workflow specification. . .
– the graphical nature of Petri nets,
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– their explicit representation of the notion of state,
and
– the existence of analysis techniques

non-local or truly concurrent or recursive business process behavior24 ; well-known examples are the OR-split
and OR-join [11], ‘synchronization of active branches
only, and multiple concurrently executing instances of
the same task’ [46, p. 10], a priori unbounded loops in
workflows [55], etc. Similar problems have been encountered when trying to map BPMN diagrams [14,15], [22,
Sect. 4.3.3] or UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams [44] to Petri
nets.
Furthermore, the non-deterministic execution model of
Petri nets hides an implicit 1-core interleaving assumption (‘no 2 transitions fire simultaneously’) which is inappropriate to deal with real-life concurrency of business
processes and their multicore machine implementations.
In this respect, even BPMN is better because it offers at
least the concept of pools to deal (though in a rudimentary
way) with inter-organizational BP aspects.

We show in the following three subsections that none of
these reasons is convincing, either from the scientific or from
the practical point of view. The discussion proceeds in the
order of importance of the three features.
Insufficient notion of Petri net state and computation step
Neither the notion of state of (possibly coloured) Petri nets,
nor the computational power of Petri net transitions are general enough to deal ‘suitably’ (case 1) or at all (case 2) with
complex business process objects or transitions.
– Case 1 Concerning suitability, typically encodings are
needed for the representation of complex BP objects or
operations, contradicting the request in [46, p. 9] that the
concepts of the modeling language should be aligned with
the problem domain.
Due to space limitations we can illustrate this point here
only for one characteristic example, which stands for
many others. Reset nets and YAWL provide an encoding
based on tokens and special arcs of the abstract concept
of process deactivation (interestingly enough called ‘cancellation’), a concept which, however, involves no tokens
but only the notions of process deactivation (an operation)
and of to-be-stopped processes (a typically parameterized
predicate). In these terms, the concept can be abstractly
described as follows (avoiding the introduction of additional arcs which with growing net size quickly obfuscate
the diagram structure and avoiding the problem related
to the token removal function explained in [56, pp. 199–
200]):
forall p ∈ T oBeStopped( params) Deactivate( p)
The unavoidable impractical complexity of various
Petri-net based YAWL definitions for the semantics of
high-level BP concepts is due to the missing coding-free
support of data types as they typically appear at the BPM
intersection of business and information technology.
Examples are multiple instance tasks with upper and/or
lower runnable instance bounds, completion threshold,
the dynamic/static start attribute, various resource allocation strategies, etc. All these concepts can be expressed
directly, avoiding extraneous token-based encodings.
– Case 2 Concerning feasibility, the case where, due to their
restricted notion of state and transition step, Petri nets
cannot describe certain operations which are typical for
the BP domain, the problem with the Petri net model of
computation becomes evident when one has to describe
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As a consequence further additions to Petri, workflow and
reset nets are needed to provide the means to describe BP features which are not covered by the restricted Petri-net model
of computation. An example in YAWL is the classification of
task start depending on whether the trigger is automatic, provided by the user, external or based on time. Another example
in YAWL is the mechanism introduced to represent a possibly
positive execution time of a transition, instead of the 0-time
execution of Petri net transitions, namely by tokens which
reside at the transition during the execution. Another example is the so-called ‘open workflow net’ extension (which
uses strong fairness assumptions) defined in [27] to include
communication via asynchronous message passing. Since
in real-life business processes synchronous communication
also occurs, yet another extension of open workflow nets is
needed to handle it too?25
As a conclusion of this subsection, one can say that the
statement in [46, p. 5] about languages which ‘lack the concepts to be able to deal with the broad range of requirements
one may encounter when trying to precisely capture business
scenarios’ directly applies to Petri nets, workflow nets, reset
nets and other extensions proposed for modeling business
processes.
Existing Petri net analysis tools applicable? It remains
to analyze how ‘suitable’ the praised tool-supported, Petrinet based analysis techniques are for real-life (not academic
examples of) business processes.
24

In [29] Petri nets are characterized as process rewrite systems
with parallelism, a strict subclass of more general process rewrite
systems with parallelism and sequential composition, formally Petri
= (P; P) ⊆ (P, S; P, S).

25

In fact in controller design so-called net condition/event systems are
used to model the synchronous firing of multiple transitions, see [24].
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One question is how many and which of these techniques
have been ported from (usually subsets of) Petri nets to the
necessary YAWL extensions. To mention just one example, Petri-net tools usually assume (for fairness reasons) that
loops terminate; this excludes possible execution paths in
relevant real-life BP behavior [55], which is therefore only
incompletely covered by analysis tools working under that
assumption.
Another question is whether for high-level BPM analysis,
the focus on control flow (read: the almost complete abstraction from communication, data and resources)26 or on fairness or liveness or similar properties traditionally analyzed
for Petri nets is appropriate. For example, liveness analysis
is irrelevant in the presence of timeouts and user interrupts.
Similarly, fairness is mostly studied as a property of infinite
runs (which, in practice, do not occur); for finitary real-life
interpretations, it is typically handled by the scheduler.
It comes as a surprise that a tool-supported language
like YAWL, proposed by a group of academic researchers
with property verification as explicit target, only cares about
checking standard properties (of limited practical value27 )
by (hopefully applicable) existing tools instead of including into the language at least the possibility to express some
form of pre/post condition or invariant property a BP model
is intended to satisfy (and why not introduce the possibility
into the tool to perform such checks). Such a feature (which,
for BPM, would be innovative) would not only simplify BP
model validation (testing) and verification (property proving) efforts (see for example [2,53]), but would make them
available for application-specific properties of interest to the
user or process manager. Why not learn from software engineering and implement a Business Process Lines approach
which links feature-based modeling to stepwise validation
and verification the way it is done for Software Product Lines
(see [4,12,25,47])?
Minor role of graphical nature of Petri nets It comes as a
surprise to see the graphical nature argument brought forward
in favor of using Petri nets for BPM.
First of all, the graphical nature of Petri nets contributes
only in a minor way to the graphical elements which are
typically used for BPM languages, as one can observe in
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the graphical notation introduced for numerous constructs in
YAWL (though their number does not equal the more than
100 graphical elements proposed by BPMN 2.0).
Furthermore, what is graphically displayed is the token/
transition determined character of Petri nets which, as
observed above, often unnecessarily complicates process
representations by low-level details (token-focussed workflow control). Those who are old enough to have studied Petri
nets shortly after Petri published them in his doctoral dissertation will remember the fascination this new computation
model exercised, but also the disillusion that was triggered
by the huge, wall-covering, unreadable and scarcely controllable diagrams which resulted from attempts to model
complex algorithmic or real-life industrial processes by such
nets.28 We invite younger readers who want to experience
a concrete technical comparison of the ergonomic quality
(‘suitability’) of Petri nets with respect to models in other
modeling approaches to look at two sets of models for a small
number of well-known network algorithms, namely the relatively complex and not easy to grasp Petri net models in [39]
and the simple, succinct, abstract companion models in [8,
Ch. 6.1].
As a conclusion of Sect. 4.2, one can say that although
there is no doubt that, given the mathematical character of
Petri nets, it is not impossible to provide via appropriate
extensions a mathematical foundation of YAWL, nevertheless the reasons put forward in [46] do not convince that
this approach to a foundation for BPM is ‘suitable’ for the
working BPM practitioner. There remains the question of
how YAWL is positioned as a tool environment among its
competitors. This issue is discussed in the next Sect. 4.3.
4.3 Dismantling the claimed ‘Unique Position’ of YAWL
In [46, pp. 14–16], it is claimed that ‘YAWL has a number
of features that position it uniquely in the crowded29 field
of BPM’. We explain in this section why YAWL does not
satisfy any of the following three major criteria among those
which are brought forward to support this uniqueness claim
(our numbering and emphasis):
1. a minimal set of constructs, rather than a constructper-pattern approach
2. sophisticated flexibility support. . .(given that)
exceptions may arise. . .processes may evolve over

26

According to [45, p. 415], traditional flow-driven assembly and
orchestration of service components are ‘too rigid and static to accommodate complex, real-world business processes’.

27

This is not to argue against applications of Petri-net tools to appropriate problems, as for example in [48]; there, the absence of deadlocks
and synchronization failures is verified for certain workflow graphs by
translating the latter to a subclass of Petri nets which is tailored towards
workflow analysis and equipped with a tool to verify such properties.
Proceeding this way works well if the translation from the application
domain models to Petri nets (and back) are (proven to be) correct with
respect to the target analysis algorithms and do not force the domain
expert to understand the details of the Petri net models.

28

We are here only concerned with the ‘suitability’ of the computational model of Petri nets for the practice of BPM and definitely do not
want to imply any negative judgement on the mathematical beauty of
(some of) Petri net theory [57] and its relation to the theory of Gröbner
bases [26,28].

29

It is inappropriate for a book which wants to be considered as a
scientific text to use so many technically meaningless, emotional or
marketing terms like ‘crowded’ in this sentence.
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. . .the semantics has been defined in terms of a large
Colored Petri net (CPN), which can interpret YAWL
specifications. . .While it is sometimes claimed that certain standards or oft-used approaches have a formal
foundation, the problem is usually that

time due to changes in a business and/or its
environment
3. a formal foundation, that is, both a precisely defined
syntax and a precisely defined semantics.
To conclude the uniqueness-claim discussion, we point to
two examples of (not academic) BPM systems which satisfy
all three of these criteria—a counterexample to the YAWLuniqueness claim—respectively other criteria which from the
practical point of view are not less interesting.
Minimality of constructs The minimality is in the eye of
the beholder and claimed but not proved.30 Furthermore, as
explained in Sect. 3.3, the minimality property claimed for
YAWL implies that YAWL does not satisfy the advocated criterion of ‘direct’ pattern support as a measure for qualified
BPM systems.
In addition, the minimality property should hold, if at all,
then, for workflow patterns, as explained in Sect. 3.1. Why
should it hold for their implementation?31
Certainly a small set of constructs does not position YAWL
uniquely with respect to other BPM systems. For a counterexample see below.
Above all, though, the minimality criterion itself is questionable as a BPM quality measure. The problem is not the
quantity but the conceptual and pragmatic quality (‘suitability’) of features offered to the modeler in the form of basic
constructs and of easy to use definitional schemes (to compose specific features out of the givens) or of library constructs (see the discussion on the direct support principle in
Sect. 3.3).
Flexibility Also the two features mentioned to illustrate the
flexibility claim for YAWL, namely exception handling and
process extensions to reflect the evolution of requirements,
do not position YAWL uniquely. There are other BPM systems which support such flexibility. For a counterexample
see below. In reality, flexibility should come as a result of
general support for abstraction and modularity based upon a
practical decomposition theory. In this respect YAWL does
not seem to stand out.

– either (1) the connection between the language and
the formal theory remains unclear
– or (2) the formalization is not generally accepted,
and certainly not by a standard body.
Applying these two criteria to the language and the theory
proposed in [46] results in the observation that the problem
identified by these two criteria shows up right away for the
formal foundation of YAWL. In fact:
1. The ‘connection between the language and the formal
theory’ which is presented in [46] ‘remains unclear’.32
Despite the size of the book (676 pages), which is entirely
devoted to YAWL, the ‘large Colored Petri net’ claimed
to define the semantics of YAWL does not appear. Is it one
of these large nets which by mere size are hard to grasp
for humans and therefore not proposable?33 More importantly the question remains how such a ‘large’ (how complex?) coloured Petri net can exist for the entire YAWL
system (not just a subset) and how—should it exist34 —
can it help the practitioner to understand the semantics
of YAWL? A precise semantics model is not there to
be ‘believed in’ must be consultable by the BP user to
answer questions about the language.
2. It seems not to be the case that (coloured) Petri nets are
‘generally accepted’—outside the Petri community and
at least comprising the BPM stakeholders—or accepted
by a BPM standard body.
Counterexamples An example for a BPM system, which,
contrary to YAWL, does satisfy the three ‘uniqueness’ features discussed in this section is the S-BPM system [31],
which we discovered half a year ago (see also its recent analysis by Gartner [30]). It comes with a few fundamental BPspecific constructs (which are equipped with a tool-independent and epistemologically well-founded rationale), with two

Formal foundation Concerning the formal foundation as
one of the features which are claimed to position YAWL
uniquely, it is stated in [46, pp. 14–15]:

32

30

33

It is true that at the level of the YAWL editor, one sees only three kinds
of split (AND, OR, XOR) with corresponding joins, multiple instance
tasks and refinement. But much more shows up—and necessarily so to
meet the practicality claim for YAWL—if one digs a little bit further
into the system.

31

A small number of constructs in the source and target system certainly simplifies and facilitates correctness proofs of an implementation
(here in YAWL) of the source system (here workflow patterns). But [46]
does not pursue such a system verification goal.
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A theoretically knowledgeable academic YAWL user with considerable industrial experience to whose criticism we submitted this statement—fully confirmed it.
In [49] a formal semantics is defined for what is called ‘the controlflow perspective’ (not including the ‘data and resource perspective’) of
YAWL; footnote 1 in Sect. 4.1 of that paper says that ‘YAWL can be
mapped onto high-level Petri nets. However, this mapping is far from
trivial. . .we would like to emphasise that the semantics of YAWL is
independent from high-level Petri nets.’

34

It appears to us that the execution semantics of YAWL as a matter
of fact is not defined by Petri nets but by more general state transition
systems.
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modular model extension disciplines (covering in particular
exception handling and evolutionary changes) and with a
simple precise model of its behavior that BP stakeholders
can understand.35
An example of a system which comes with other features
of interest to the practitioner than those mentioned to ‘position YAWL uniquely’ is the BPM tool developed by Signavio. It comes with free use for teaching and research (offered
through the BPM Academic Initiative [42]) and permits modeling in different languages, integrates different workflow
engines offered by other providers and various analysis tools
and provides an open source engine with native support for
a subset of BPMN 2.0 (lightweight Java approach).
This leads to the question discussed in the next section
about significant methodological criteria to guide meaningful evaluations of BPM tools.

5 Evaluation criteria for BPM systems and a challenge
The critical evaluation of BPMN, WPs and YAWL in the
preceding sections followed the arguments put forward by
the proponents of these approaches so that our judgement
comes in terms of the proponents’ declared criteria. We could
have conducted the investigation along the following six fundamental properties which characterize a good approach to
system modeling (design and analysis) and are well-known
from software development (mutatis mutandis).
A BPM system must serve the three major purposes of
business process descriptions, namely design and analysis of
models (requiring conceptual models, in particular, for highlevel development and management support), implementation of models, where the conceptual models play the role
of the specification of software requirements and are transformed into executable models, and the use of models (user
model for process execution, monitoring and management).
Correspondingly, a valuable BPM system can be recognized
by the extent to which and the degree of practicality in which
it realizes the following three fidelity and effectiveness features:

and use because these models36 serve for the communication between (a) the BP experts who have to explain the
real-world BP that is to be implemented, (b) the IT experts
who need an unambiguous specification of the coding goal,
and (c) the BP users who apply or manage the implemented
process and need to understand, for their interaction with the
system, that their process view corresponds to what the code
does. This human-centered pragmatic property is the most
critical one for BPM systems.
Refinement support Support for faithful implementations
of models via systematic, controlled refinements (controlled
either by experimental validation and/or mathematical verification). This IT technology-centered property is, methodologically speaking, the simpler one to achieve since it deals
with precise entities (mathematical models) and can be dealt
with using the enormous wealth of established refinement,
transformation and compilation methods—if the first feature
supports the construction of reliable (precise, correct, complete and minimal) ground models from which the implementation can start.
Management support Support for effective management
(including monitoring, evaluation and evolutionary change)
of models. This third property is again a critical one for
BPM systems, and is not easily achieved since it involves
the interaction between machines and humans who have to
interpret and evaluate machine executions for BP (ground or
refined) models, again bringing in conceptual (ground model
and refinement) concerns when it comes to adapt the system
to evolutionary changes.
To possess these three features, a valuable BPM system
has to support two fundamental, well-known development
and description methods (which are listed in the Design section of Great Principles Category Narratives in [13] under
simplicity, one of the five ‘driving concerns of software
design and use’ to ‘overcome the apparent complexity of
applications’):
Abstraction to support the practitioner in two respects:
– in the daily challenge to develop abstract models
(ground models together with some refinements) out of
concrete, real-life problem situations. This implies, in
particular, the availability in the modeling language of
a rich enough set of abstract data types (sets of objects
with operations defined on them) to use so that one can
• express the application-domain phenomena to be
modeled (objects and actions) at the conceptual
level without the detour of language-dependent
encodings;

Ground model support Support for correct development
and understanding by humans of models and their relation
to the application view of the to-be-modeled BP, which is
informally described by the process requirements. It is crucial to support such an understanding for both model design

35

Clearly this is not the place further to dwell on the properties of
S-BPM with respect to BPMN, WPs and YAWL; but according to scientific practice we have to discharge our technical claim so that we point
the reader to chapter 12 and the appendix of [17] where the three criteria
can be checked to be satisfied by S-BPM.
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In the semiconductor industry they are called golden models [41],
in [8] ground models. For an analysis of their characteristic properties
and of their role for system validation and verification see [5].
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• refine the abstractions in a controlled manner by
more detailed operations on more specific data
structures.
– in coherent definitions of different system views (control-flow view, data flow view, communication view,
view of the actors, etc.).
Modularization providing rigorous, abstract, behavioral
interfaces to support structured system compositions into
easy-to-change (possibly hierarchically organized) components. For BPM, it is particularly important that modeling-for-change is supported at all three major stakeholders
levels: at the Ground Model and Management support
levels because BP users and managers drive the evolutionary adaptation of BP models, at the Refinement support level
because the high-level model changes have to be propagated
(read: compiled) faithfully to the implementing code.37
Clearly for a BPM tool environment to satisfy these five
criteria a sixth criterion is mandatory, namely that the system
provides a
Practical foundation a precise foundation a practitioner
can work with, i.e. understand and rely upon when questions
come up about the behavioral meaning of constructs used by
the tool.
Only such an accurate semantical foundation makes the
other five criteria meaningful so that it would deserve position
one among the six criteria, though in practice this is rarely
recognized.
A challenge A technology transfer from the theory and practice of (feature-based) Software Product Lines to BPM could
resolve the deplorable status of BPM standardization in three
steps:
– identify a common kernel of major BPM tools in terms
of control, action and communication features,
– build a precise high-level behavioral model for this kernel which reflects the kernel concepts (feature atoms and
feature composition schemes) directly, avoiding encoding
into any form of a priori determined description language
other than the mathematical language of computing,
– model concrete tools (where possible) as modular kernel
extension and/or refinement, recognizing each of them as
element of a (at least one) BPM product line.
In this way, one could succeed really to ‘distill the essential features of the many workflow management systems’
37

In [18, Sect.2] this is expressed as follows: ‘end-to-end control is
what business stakeholders need to build process-managed enterprise’
resp. ‘propagating the information from a value chain perspective to a
software-development perspective in a coherent and consistent way’.
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[46, p. 9] and would provide a scientific framework for
an explicit, truly specific-language-and-provider-independent ‘unbiased comparison of different approaches to the
specification of executable business processes’ [46, p. 9].
It would identify families of kernels of ‘essential’ BPM
tool features and clarify which feature extensions each of
them needs to provide sufficient expressivity to appropriately
model the targeted complex BPM applications.
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